
Five delegates have convened for a meeting at the United Nations. Can you discover the concerns of each delegate?

Tie: green, orange, purple, red, yellow

Country: Australia, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, South Africa

Concern: human rights, migration, overpopulation, poverty,

refugees

Hobby: jogging, painting, reading, sewing, writing

Birthday: July, June, November, October, September

The delegate from Pakistan is situated somewhere

between the man with the Red tie and the man whose

birthday is in the sixth month of the year, in that order.

The man concerned about Migration also has Sports as

his hobby.

The delegate who is concerned about Refugees is

somewhere to the right of the man wearing the Yellow

tie.

The delegate wearing the Orange tie is somewhere to

the left of the man concerned about Overpopulation.

The man whose birthday falls in the same month as

Halloween is immediately before the delegate

concerned about Poverty.

The delegate wearing the Orange tie is somewhere to

the left of the man whose hobby is Painting.

The delegate whose birthday is in October holds the

�rst position.

The man whose hobby is Painting also has a birthday

in the eleventh month of the year.

The delegate from Nigeria is next to the man concerned

about Refugees.

The delegate who enjoys Writing is somewhere to the

right of the man wearing the Orange tie.

The man with the Red tie is next to the man wearing

the Green tie.

The delegate wearing the Green tie is somewhere

between the man with the Red tie and the man whose

birthday is in November, in that order.

The man whose hobby is Reading is immediately

before the delegate wearing the Yellow tie.

The delegate whose birthday is in September is

somewhere to the right of the man wearing the Yellow

tie.

The delegate who enjoys Sewing also celebrates their

birthday in the seventh month of the year.

The delegate from South Africa also takes interest in

Human Rights.

The delegate with a birthday in June is next to the man

whose birthday is in November.

The man with the Yellow tie is somewhere to the left of

the delegate from a country where English is the

of�cial language.
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Five delegates have convened for a meeting at the United Nations. Can you discover the concerns of each delegate?

Tie: green, orange, purple, red, yellow

Country: Australia, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, South Africa

Concern: human rights, migration, overpopulation, poverty,

refugees

Hobby: jogging, painting, reading, sewing, writing

Birthday: July, June, November, October, September

The delegate from Pakistan is situated somewhere

between the man with the Red tie and the man whose

birthday is in the sixth month of the year, in that order.

The man concerned about Migration also has Sports as

his hobby.

The delegate who is concerned about Refugees is

somewhere to the right of the man wearing the Yellow

tie.

The delegate wearing the Orange tie is somewhere to

the left of the man concerned about Overpopulation.

The man whose birthday falls in the same month as

Halloween is immediately before the delegate

concerned about Poverty.

The delegate wearing the Orange tie is somewhere to

the left of the man whose hobby is Painting.

The delegate whose birthday is in October holds the

�rst position.

The man whose hobby is Painting also has a birthday

in the eleventh month of the year.

The delegate from Nigeria is next to the man concerned

about Refugees.

The delegate who enjoys Writing is somewhere to the

right of the man wearing the Orange tie.

The man with the Red tie is next to the man wearing

the Green tie.

The delegate wearing the Green tie is somewhere

between the man with the Red tie and the man whose

birthday is in November, in that order.

The man whose hobby is Reading is immediately

before the delegate wearing the Yellow tie.

The delegate whose birthday is in September is

somewhere to the right of the man wearing the Yellow

tie.

The delegate who enjoys Sewing also celebrates their

birthday in the seventh month of the year.

The delegate from South Africa also takes interest in

Human Rights.

The delegate with a birthday in June is next to the man

whose birthday is in November.

The man with the Yellow tie is somewhere to the left of

the delegate from a country where English is the

of�cial language.
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